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eludes s t ructural  types of chemical compounds, na ture  of 
chemical bonds, atomic and  ionic dimensions and co- 
ordinat ion;  (c) crystal  physics (Kristallphysik), in which 
cleavage, hardness, densi ty  and optical properties are 
discussed, often, when possible, in the l ight of crystal  
chemistry.  A separate chapter  on crystal  growth and 
solution completes this  part .  

The second par t  begins with  a chapter  dealing wi th  the 
applicat ion of physical  chemistry to mineralogy and  
petrology:  crystall ization from melts, phase rule and 
thermal-equil ibr ium diagrams i l lustrated by  systems in- 
volving common rock-forming minerals. The next  chapter  
deals in a compact but  comprehensive way with  mag- 
marie rocks, including their  classification, texture,  com- 
position, and genesis. The role of volatile consti tuents,  
especially in the formation of pegmati tes  and mineral  
veins, is very clearly discussed. A chapter  on weathering 
forms a prelude to the chapter  on sedhnentary  rocks, and 
these in tu rn  are followed by a chapter  on metamorphic  
rocks, in which there is also a very  good account of ultra- 
metamorphism and petroteetonics.  A very  brief chapter  
on geochemistry concludes the second part .  The th i rd  
part ,  headed 'Appendix  ', consists of tables. The erystallo- 
graphical tables include tables of the 32 classes, the 
230 space groups and ionic and atomic radii. The minera- 
logical tables, compiled by  S. Koritnig,  contain over 300 
common minerals, for each of which the following da ta  are 
provided: space group and dimension of uni t  cell, 
dominant  faces, cleavage, hardness, density,  colour, streak, 
optical constants,  and mode of occurrence. The petro- 
logical tables consist of chemical and mineral  analyses of 
selected typical  rocks (51 igneous, 23 sedimentary  and 
18 metamorphic).  The list of l i terature is well selected, 
btrg the impor tan t  book of Vernadsky,  La Gdochimie, 
mentioned in the text ,  should have been given in the list 
of books. Subject  and author  indexes are satisfactory, and 
at  the very  end of the book a detachable Wulff 's  stereo- 
graphic net  is appended. 

The book is very  well pr in ted and the diagrams, draw- 
ings and  photographs are well reproduced. The factual  
mater ial  is well selected and arranged, and wi th  the help 
of the tables, as well as da ta  dispersed throughout  the 
text ,  the book can serve as a very  valuable reference 
source. The style is pleasing and clear even to a non- 
German reader, and  wha t  is especially str iking is the 
beautiful  balance achieved between the factual  mater ial  
and the explanatory  text .  Speculations are discreet and 
set in a critical light. In  its comprehensiveness, abundance 
of da ta  and clari ty this  book is of value not  only to 
s tudents  bu t  also to teachers and research workers. 

Of course this  book, like m a n y  other good books, has 
some trifling faults as well as deep qualities. Some of 
them are in the nature  of misprints,  like t ha t  of Gottlob 
Abraham Werner  (p. 200 et al.) instead of Abraham 
Gottlob Werner, or sl ightly imperfect figures (Figs. 20, 156) 
or the omission of the name of Barlow as co-discoverer 
wi th  Fedorov and  Schoenflies of space groups (p. 44). 
Other faults, in the reviewer's opinion, lie in the method  
or order of presentat ion of certain par ts  of crystallo- 
graphy.  This, however, mus t  be considered as a ma t t e r  of 
opinion. One of such faults is probably  due ¢o the transi- 
t ion between the old and the new systems of representa- 
t ion of point  groups and space groups and the use of 
certain elements of symmet ry  in preference to others. For 

example, in giving a list of elements of s y m m e t r y  the 
author  does not  discuss the inversion-rotat ion axes, bu t  he 
later gives the Hermarm-Mauguin  symbols some of which 
include inversion-rotation axes. I t  would seem t h a t  
neither Schoenflies nor t t e rmarm-Mauguin  symbols are 
adequate ly  discussed at  the beginning, and in neither of 
the tables are they  properly explained. The use of letter p 
for polar axes is also given at  the very end of tables and 
not  a t  the beginning as it  should be. Another  difficulty is 
created by  the employment  of figures for the number  of 
axes used in conjunction with  the Hermann-Mauguin  
symbols for the axes. In  this  way  the full symmet ry  of 
class m3m is given as 3.4 4.6 6.2 3m 6m, which is most  
confusing. I t  would probably  be bet ter  to use the old- 
fashioned symbols for axes, such as 3A~ 4A 3 6A~, etc. 
Another small point :  electron-density maps are really in- 
comprehensible wi thout  some explanat ion of them in 
terms of Fourier analysis,  bu t  four of such maps are given 
(pp. 55, 57, 67, 68) before Fourier analysis is even men- 
t ioned (p. 138). A clear presentat ion of modern crystallo- 
g raphy  is not  an easy task,  especially considering the 
necessity of adjttst ing new points of view and new 
symbols and nomenclature to the old, well-established 
ideas. Probably  every new book on crysta l lography at  the 
present t ime suffers from 'growth  pa ins '  of this  kind, and 
one cannot  real ly blame Prof. Correns for these small  
defects in an  otherwise first-class book. 

Prof. Correns has covered such a vast  range of top ics - -  
from structural  par ts  of crystals to geospheres- - tha t  his 
book provides an  excellent in t roduct ion not  only to 
mineralogy as such but  to crystal lography,  petrology and 
to geochemistry if this be considered in i ts  widest  sense. 
For  a work of such compass and  erudit ion the book is 
quite compact,  and  i t  is this  compactness combined wi th  
the excellent ar rangement  of the mater ia l  which makes it  
so useful. S . I .  T O Y r g ~ F F  
King's College 
University of Durham 
Newcastle.upon- Tyne 1 
England 

M a t e r i e w e l l e n  u n d  i h r e  I n t e r f e r e n z e n .  B y  M. vo• 
LAVE. Pp.  v i i i +  392, w i th  156 figs. Le ipz ig :  
Akademische  Ver lagsgesel lschaf t  Geest  u n d  Por t ig  
K.-G.  2nd  ed., 1948. Pr ice DM. 34.00. 

This pract ical ly unchanged edition of Prof. Laue 's  book, 
which was first published in 1944, is a companion to his 
recent book on X- ray  diffraction (ROntgenstrahlinter- 
ferenzen, Leipzig, 1941). The present work consists main ly  
of an extensive and  admirable account  of the purely 
theoretical aspects of the diffraction of electrons by  
mat ter ,  especially crystals, together  wi th  a short  de- 
scription of the diffraction of molecular rays  and neutrons.  

A detailed t rea tment  on these lines is not  generally 
called for in the practical  applications of electron- 
diffraction techniques to the s tudy  of the structure of 
surfaces and  th in  films; nevertheless, to appreciate fully 
the physical  principles of the processes involved and to 
ensure clari ty in the interpretat ion of the phenomena,  such 
a theoretical background is essential. 

An excellent, brief, bu t  broad introduct ion to the 
subject  is provided by  Chapter I, which describes the 
pa ths  of electrons and  other corpuscles in mat ter ,  the 
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mechanical theory of single scattering, Rutherford's law, 
wave mechanics and the discovery of electron diffraction. 
Chapter IX outlines the geometrical theory of electron 
diffraction by atoms in terms of SchrSdinger's equation 
and Dirac's theory, and ex~6ends this to the interference 
maxima obtained from molecules in gases and vapours. 
Chapter IxI, on the geometrical theory of electron diffrac- 
tion by crystals, begins with the now familiar definitions 
of the reciprocal lattice, and proceeds to give Laue's 
expressions for the intensity of electrons in any direction 
resulting from diffraction of a plane wave by a paral- 
lelepipedal crystal, Ewald's construction for the strong 
diffracted rays and, finally, the intensity distribution in 
ring patterns from polycrystalline specimens and in single 
spot patterns. Effects due to crystal shape are also dis- 
cussed. A short description of diffraction of molecular 

. rays and neutrons is given in the fourth chapter. The 
highest development of the theory of electron diffraction 
by crystals, namely, the dynamic theory with its many 
assumptions and approximations, forms the subject 
matter  of the fifth and longest chapter. The author has 
made it clear that  this is still incomplete in that  he has not 
been able to take into account the unknown variation of 
fields near the surface of the crystal. The effect of heat 
motion in crystals on the diffraction phenomena is not 
discussed and it is hoped that  this gap will be filled in 
a later edition. 

As one who finds the Gothic alphabet confusing, I 
would like to express the further hope that  some day an 
internationally accepted system of symbols and notation 
will be achieved. 

This important book can be warmly recommended to 
the advanced physics student and to all workers in the 
field of structure analysis. No reader can fail to appreciate 
and be stimulated by Laue's brief discussion of causality 
in relation to the development of the particle-wave idea. 

G. I. F~CH 
Imperial College of Science and Technology 
London S. W. 7 
England 

Gmelin Handbuch der anorganischen Chemie. 
P l a t i n  AS.  Pp. 188+vi i i ,  with 61 figs. Clausthal- 
Zellerfeld: Gmelin-Verlag. 1949. Price DM. 43.00. 

This part, which consists of pp. 533-718 inclusive of the 
volume on 'Pla t inum' ,  is concerned not at all with plati- 
num itself, but  deals comprehensively and exclusively 
with the alloy systems of ruthenium, rhodium and 
palladium, (a) with one another, and (b) with all other 
metals except the remaining platinum metals. In the case 

of more than half of the 279 two- to five-component 
systems reviewed, copious cross-references are g~ven to 
the patent  literature on the subject. This is especially 
valuable as the patent  literature is frequently the only 
source of information available. Valuable also is the 
specific mention of those binary systems with these 
metals, of which there is no record in the literature. The 
provision of a double index makes reference to a par- 
ticular alloy system very easy. The published information 
regarding these alloys has been extracted in great detail 
and includes phase diagrams, crystal-st.ructure data, 
mechanical, magnetic, electrical, thermal, chemical and 
other properties. Included also is a full discussion of the 
sorption of hydrogen by the alloys of palladium with 
silver and gold and mention of its sorption by alloys with 
copper, nickel and rhodium. The original literature has 
been reviewed up to the end of June 1948. 

F. FAn~BROTm~R 
The University 
Manchester 13, England 

Gmelin Handbuch der anorganischen Chemie. 
A n t i m o n  BS.  Pp. 69+x l iv ,  with 4 figs. Clausthal- 
Zellerfeld: Gmelin-Verlag. 1949. Price DM. 24.75. 

This part  completes the volume devoted to antimony in 
the eighth edition of the Crmelin Handbuch. I t  covers the 
compounds of antimony with the less electro-negative 
non-metals, particularly sulphur and selenium, and as 
usual includes with much detailed and up-to-date physico- 
chemical data (literature references up to the middle of 
1948 are given) some fascinating oddities from the byways 
of descriptive chemistry. I t  does not perhaps contain all 
the oddities which a crystallographer or mineralogist 
might expect; thus we learn that  precipitated Sb~S~ is 
converted by a pressure of 1000 arm. to a form called 
metastibnlte, but we are not told that  this name was 
applied much earlier to an amorphous form of Sb2Ss found 
naturally, or indeed that  naturally occurring crystalline 
Sb2Ss is called stibnite by English-speaking writers. 
A curious omission among the wealth of physical data 
(including optical data) on crystalline Sb2S a is the re- 
fractive indices. Crystallographic details appear to be 
accurate, and a good feature is a statement of the method 
(e.g. 'powder photograph with Me K radiation ') when two 
substances are reported to have been shown to be the 
same by X-ray examination. E . G .  Cox 

The Chemistry Department 
The University 
Leeds 2 
England 
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